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Abstract-In this paper, the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Co
ordination Function (DCF) collision avoidance mechanism of
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) is enhanced based on
Adaptive Spatial Channels Sharing (ASCsS) of Multiple Inputs
Multiple Outputs (MIMO) transmission systems. Simply, instead
of accessing the medium using all the spatial channels, to avoid
collision the contending nodes use an optimal subset of the
available spatial channels during the medium contention period.
As the total number of concurrent used spatial channels is fewer
than or equal to the spatial degree-of-freedom, receivers can
still decode the transmitted singles of multiple medium access
contenders. The performance of the ASCsS scheme demonstrates
that the scheme further reduces medium access collisions and
boosts the medium utilization.

Index Terms: Wireless LAN (WLAN), Medium Access Control
(MAC), collision avoidance, performance analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

To support higher data rates for future generation Wireless
Local Area Networks (WLANs), the IEEE 802.11 Task Group
"N" (TGn), IEEE 802.11n [1], builds on the existing IEEE
802.11 standard by adding multiple transmit and receive
antennas, known as Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
transmission systems. Under suitable channel fading condi
tions, MIMO systems provide an additional spatial dimension
for communication and yields a spatial degree-of- freedom
gain. These additional degrees-of-freedom can be exploited
by multiplexing several data streams onto the MIMO spatial
channels which lead to an increase in the channel capacity [2].

The medium access-function of the enhanced high through
put amendment, IEEE 802.11n, still employs the legacy IEEE
802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF). Albeit the
IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol implements a random backoff prior
to medium access attempt and a binary exponential backoff
mechanism upon consecutive collisions, the medium access
collision is still one of most performance degradation factor.

There have been numerous studies based on the legacy
systems, i.e., IEEE 802.11b/a/g amendments, to improve the
performance of DCF access-function. The analytical model
proposed in [3] demonstrates that the performance of DCF
strongly depends on the minimum Contention Window (CW)
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and the number of stations. The authors of [4] propose a
distributed algorithm which enables nodes to estimate the
number of competing nodes and to tune their CW to the
optimal value. The work in [5] and [6] propose schemes in
which a station announces its future backoff information in the
MAC header of its transmitted frame. All stations receiving the
information avoid collisions by excluding the same backoff
duration for their future selected backoff values. The work
in [7], [8], [9], [10], and [11] propose adapting the CW
size according to packet collision rate, and channel load. The
authors of [12] propose schemes to modify the CW size based
on the network utilization. The work in [13] proposes schemes
to avoid collision based on the receiver being the initiator of
the communication process.

However, none of the existing schemes envisions the poten
tial of using the multiple spatial channels of MIMO transmis
sion systems as means to reduce the medium access collisions
in the IEEE 802.11 DCF based systems. Earlier in [14] we
proposed collision avoidance scheme that is based on sharing
the multiple spatial channels of MIMO transmission systems
during medium contention period. Simply, instead of accessing
the medium using all the spatial channels, the contending
nodes only use a subset of the available spatial channels.
As the number of concurrent spatial channels used is less
than or equal to the spatial degree-of- freedom, receivers can
still decode the signals of the multiple simultaneous medium
contenders. The scheme of [14] is based on sharing the spatial
channels according to a desirable success probability which is
a system parameter that can be set to different values to meet
different system performance requirements. Given a desirable
success probability, the accessing nodes in [14] have to find
their transmission probability such that the assumed value
does not violate the desirable success probability. However,
unless the optimal desirable success probability is found, the
proposed scheme may result in a bandwidth wastage caused
by inefficient use of the spatial channels.

In this paper we proposed an Adaptive Spatial Channels
Sharing (ASSsC) scheme which maximizes the bandwidth uti
lization via implementing an optimal spatial channels sharing
during the medium access period. ASSsC scheme is an online
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collision-avoidance scheme . At any node in the network, the
system is viewed at this node (Node-in-Question (NiQ)) and
its neighbors, i.e., nodes whose transmission ranges overlap
with NiQ. Let Ii,i = {l , 2, . . . ,nd index the i t h antenna
element of NiQ, each lith antenna element when the backoff
countdown of its holding node reaches zero transmits one
sounding frame in a slot qi , i = {I , 2, ... , "(} that is randomly
selected from the [0, "(] window using the uniform distribution
function. qi represent the transmission time required to send
one SF, "( denotes the SFs transmission window as shown in
Figure 1 which consists of multiple slots during which the NiQ
must transmit all its SFs over all transmit antenna elements.
The IEEE 802.11n uses the Reduced Interframe Space (RIFS)
as an idle time interval to separate sequential sounding frame
transmissions as shown in Figure 1.

Once "( is determined by the protocol, the NiQ uses a
uniform distr ibution function to select a candidate slot for
each transmit antenna element and then to send sounding
frames through each antenna element at their selected slots,
respectively. Depending on the selected length of the "(, the
NiQ may be forced to send its sounding frames as follows. I)
Concurrently at the same slot i, this happened when "( = 1.
2) Distributed over multiple delay slots by using longer "(
lengths, i.e."( > 1. Larger "( lengths permit contending nodes
to share the spatial channels during the channel sounding
phase. Hence even with multiple concurrent transmissions (of
different transmit nodes) receivers can still decode the received
signals as long as the number of transmitted signals is less or
equal to the spatial degree-of-freedom (cp).

I' ~oDO DO O~O oq,t.•. ··0
II · RIFS

f--------~
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Fig. I. The sounding frames transmission window

IV. OPTIMAL SPATIAL CHANNELS SHARING (ASCsS)
SCHEME

In this section we propose an online scheme by which each
contending node, during the runtime and according to the
variations of the traffic load, adopts its "( to an optimal 0"(

length so that the selected value avoids collisions and enhances
the bandwidth utilization. Our proposed "( adaptability scheme
is considered in single-hop networks, where all nodes sense
the same medium. The proposed scheme is based on that every
node observes the medium activity to estimate the number of
active antennas v, where v = Ce X tu, C; is the number of
active nodes (those with data packet(s) ready for transmission)
in the NiQ's vicinity. C; is estimated by monitoring the
medium activity using the carrier sensing during the virtual

III. IEEE 802.11 DCF ENHANCEMENTS MODEL

We consider a distributed network model that consists of
n stationary nodes. Each node is equipped with n t transmit
and n r receive antennas and independently apply the proposed

II . IEEE 802.11-WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

The IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol is based on CSMAICA
(Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision-Avoidance) that
operates in ad-hoc networks. Priority access to the wireless
medium is controlled through the use of Interframe Space
(IFS) time intervals between the transmission of frames, i.g.,
Short IFS (SIFS) and DCF IFS (OIFS) . To ensure that multiple
stations do not transmit at the same time, after DIFS period
the DCF function performs Backoff (BF) that is randomly
selected, using the uniform distribution function, from the
CW range. Once the backoff timer counter reaches zero,
the contending node is authorized to access the transmission
medium .

To help receivers estimate the MIMO spatial channels
status and therefore recover the transmitted signals, the IEEE
802.11n amendment, [1], recommends transmitting a known
communication setup frame, called Sounding Frames (SFs),
through all transmit antennas . As defined in the IEEE 802.11n
amendment, the SFs can be either be attached to the MAC
Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) frames if no spatial channels
feedback information is required at the transmitter node or can
be through two way handshake exchanges. In the latter case,
the transmitter sends a Channels Sounding reQuest (CSQ) and
the receiver responds with a Channels Sounding Response
(CSR) . The CSQ and CSR exchange is performed if the spatial
channels feedback information is required at both sides, i.e.,
the transmitter and the receiver nodes. During the CSQ period,
the transmitter node concurrently sends one SF through each
transmit antenna element. Then the receiver, after receiving
the CSQ frames, responds by concurrently sending one SF
through each transmit antenna element of the receiver node,
where the latter is done during CSR period. In this work we
consider two way handshake exchanges of the CSQ and CSR.

scheme by which each contending node, during the runtime
and according to the variations of the traffic load, adopts its
spatial channels sharing to an optimal share so that the spatial
channels used avoids collisions and maximizes the bandwidth
utilization.

Simulation results obtained using OPNET Modeler show
that incorporating the ASSsC scheme considerably reduces the
medium access collisions and boosts the system performance
in terms of bandwidth utilization, medium access delay, and
achieved throughput.

The remainder is organized as follows. In Section II we
present some background materials. Section III explains IEEE
802.11 DCF collision avoidance enhancement model. In Sec
tion IV we present the proposed adaptive spatial channels
sharing scheme . In Section V we present simulation results
over single-hop and multi-hop networks. Concluding remarks
are given in Section VI.
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transmission (t v) interval. The latter, as shown in Figure
2, is the span of time between the observing of the DIFS
period to the end of a transmission attempt, i.e., successful
or collided transmission attempt. The C; estimation is based
on counting the number of consecutive idle slots I in each
virtual transmission period. This value is then substituted
in the exponential moving average function to update the
average E [I ] of the current virtual transmission as follows,
E [I]n+l = a x E [I]n + (I -a) x In+1 , where a is smoothing
factor. As discussed in [4], the updated average idle slots,
E [I]n+l' and the current transmission probability, Pdn+1, can
be used to estimate the number of active nodes

I ( E[I ]n+l )
G _ n E[l] n+l +Ts lot

comp - In(1 - Pdn+
1

) .

(2)

The computed number of active nodes, Gcomp, is then substi
tuted in the exponential moving average function to smooth the
variations that result from the network traffic load fluctuations
as follows, Gen+1 = a x Gen + (1 - a) x Gcomp. Pdn+1, in
Equation (I), expresses the probability that a node transmits
in a randomly chosen slot [4]. From the updated average of
idle slots we can estimate the probability to be

1
Pdn+l = 2 x E [I ]n

In the rest of this work we differentiate between two types
of sounding frames transmission windows : "( and E [,B]. "(
is the sounding frames transmission window determined by
the NiQ to transmit its sounding frames. E [,B] is the average
sounding frames transmission window lengths considered by
the C; nodes during the previous virtual transmissions. The
E [,B] computation is performed by observing the medium
activity during each t v period and recording the lengths of the
sounding frames transmission window, ,Bi , i = {l , 2, ... ,Ge },

considered by the contending nodes in NiQ's vicinity to trans
mit their sounding frames . During each virtual transmission
and at the end of each SF transmissions of different nodes, the
NiQ detects the ,Bi length and computes the average E [,B]n+l
of the current virtual transmission as follows,

E [,B]n+l = a x E [,B]n + (1 - a) x ,Bin+1 • (3)

Thus (as shown in Figure 2) at the end of each t v interval
nodes update the following parameters: Pd,Ge, E [I], E [,B],
where Pd is the probability that a node transmits in a randomly
chosen slot time, C; is the estimated number of active nodes,
E [I] is the average number of consecutive idle slots, and
E [,B] is the carried moving average of the sounding frames
transmission window lengths of nodes during the previous
virtual transmissions.

After determining the "( length, the candidate slots during
which the NiQ sends its sounding frames are selected via
using the uniform distribution function, i.e., (~). Since all
slots are equally selected with same probability, we can
analyze the proposed collision avoidance scheme in a generic
slot. Let m = 1,2, . . . , (v + nt) represent the number of
contending (active) antennas that may transmit in the generic

I
lIE

Fig. 3. 'Y variability

slot. At any contending node m consists of two contending
antennas groups: the antenna group of this node (ntg) and
the antenna group of the C, contending nodes (vg). Let p(m)
be the probability that m contending antennas transmit in a
generic slot. p(m) is a function of the number of contending
antennas of each contending group (i.e., ntg and vg), and
their transmission probability (i.e., ~ and Ell3]) ' respectively .
According to MIMO properties receivers can decode signals
if the total number of spatial streams (transmitting antennas)
are less than or equal to ip . Allowing higher than <p antennas
to transmit in a slot causes collision and hence must be
avoided. Accordingly we denote Ps(O < m ::::: <p) as the
probability of success which represents receiving any decode
able signals . Hence , based on the knowledge of the vg , el13J'
and <p , the NiQ can adapt its transmission probability vra
varying its "( to maximize the defined success probability.
Figure 3 shows how the NiQ can vary its sounding frames
transmission window to increase the probability of having the
desired number of allowed transmitting antennas. Figure 3 also
shows that varying "( results in three cases i.e., "( < E [,B],
"( = E [,B], and "( > E [,B]. Let T represent the number of
slots. By letting T = maxt -y, E [,B]), see Figure 3, T can
be divided into two subsets of slots: slots set a and b. The
Ps(O < m ::::: <p) of a slots are affected by the transmission
probability of both contending antennas groups , ntg and vg .
b slots are only affected by one or the other of the contending
antennas group, i.e., either ntg or vg, depending on whichever
is longer. Since the slots of set a are the slots impacted by
both contending groups (i.e., n tg and vg), we can only study
the collision probability in these slots. Let the combinations
of all transmission number of ntg and vg at a generic slot
of slots set a represent the sample space. Let the number of
transmit antenna combinations within this range 0 < m ::::: ip

represent the success event. Therefore, the success outcome
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(6)

"[ m a» = i ,

"[mir: ::::; 'Y ::::; "[max

where "[m ax is computed using the following

(

ps(o < m ::::; cp ) )
. , = i+ l .
If ( ) ~ K ,Vi , 2 = 1,2, ...

Ps 0 < m ::::; cp
, =i

(7)
where the second term in Equation (7) represents the effect
of changing 'Y. K is a constant used as a lower bound to
prevent overextending the soundin g frames transm ission win
dow length . Overextending the window length case happens
when either the number of contending antennas vg and/or
their transmis sion probability is very high. In this case the
NiQ keeps increasing its sounding frame transmission window
length as each increased slot achieves a higher probability of
a success value . Overextending the SF transmission window
length can result in bandwidth wastage because the contending
nodes persist for a long time to finish their sounding frames
transmission.

Based on the behavior of the probabi lity of success resulting
from the formulated function, the optimal value can be found
by finding the maximizer of a constrained function with one
variable 'Y. Algorithm (I) lists the procedure of finding the
optimal SF transmission window length,

Subject to:

Fig. 4. The success probability as function of different values of I and f3

(a) The case when either vg and/or (b) The case when either vg and/or
their transmission probability is high their transmission probability is low

events can be formally defined as,

Ps(O < m ::::; cp) =

(1 - W i ~ 'Y )n
t ~ G)(E[~] nr(1 - E [~])v-r+

~ (n.t ) (_ I _ )j (l _ _ 1_)nt - j x
Z:: J W X 'Y w · x 'Yj = l t t

n t -j

~ G) (E [~] n r(1 - E [~]n )v- r (4)

The first term in Equation 4 computes the probability that
none of the NiQ antennas will transmit multiplied by the
probability that from I to cp antennas of the v antennas will
transmit. Similarly, the second term computes the probability
that j , j = 1,2 , ... , nt antennas of the NiQ will transmit
multiplied by the probability that n t - j antennas of the v
antennas will transmit. W i is the weight of a class i which is
introduced to modify the the transmission probability consid 
ered by different contending nodes to enable medium access
differentiation among different access classes. The higher the
access class is, the lower the assigned weight factor.

Using Equation (4), Figure 4 shows the success probability
for different values of 'Y and (3 for vg = 18 and n tg = 4. From
the curves in Figure 4 the probability of success as a function
of 'Y can be divided into two cases. The first case occurs
when the transmission probability of the vg antennas is high
(i.e., when (3 is small). In this case maximizing the success
probability requires the NiQ to consider very low transmission
probability, i.e., using larger 'Y. The second case occurs when
the transmi ssion probability of the vg antennas is low (i.e.,
when (3 is high), in this case the maximum success probability
is achieved by considering high transmission probability by the
NiQ, shorter SF transmission window lengths.

Based on Equation (4) under different values of 'Y and (3,
we formulate an optimization program which can indepen 
dently used by the NiQ to find the optimal sounding frames
transmission window length , 0'Y. The optimization problem is
formul ated as follows,

(5)

Algorithm 1 Finding the optimal SF transmission window
I: Use Equation (7) to find the "[m ax .

2: Set Imin = 1
3: Find optimal value OJ that maximize the probability of success

using Equation (4).
4: for ani ,Vi, i = 1, 2, ... , n t do
5: qani <- u n i f or m (l, OJ)
6: end for

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have modified the built-in OPNET IEEE 802.11 model
to include all the details of ASCsS scheme. In our simulation
each node is equipped with four separate antenna elements.
The values of the physical and MAC layers parameters follow
those defined for the IEEE 802.11n amendment as shown in
Table I .

Table I: IEEE 802.11n configurations

parameter value
CW m i n 15
CWm ax 1023

SIFS 16 J'lS
PMDU 500-65535 byte
RIFS 2 J'lS

q 30 J'lS

Nodes are configured to generate traffic that follows a Poisson
distribution with mean arrival rate A. For performance evalu
ation, we observe the following performance metrics: average
throughput, mean number of attempts per packet (i.e., average
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Fig. 5. Mean number of attempts per packet for different 'Y lengths and
network loads.

Fig. 6. MAC delay for different 'Y lengths and network loads.

Fig. 7. Transmission medium utilization for different 'Y lengths and network
loads.

B. Simulation Results-Multi-hop network

The inherent complexity of analysis of a multi-hop network
together with fact that the behavior of a node is dependent
not only on its neighbors' behavior, but also on the behavior
of other unseen nodes makes estimating the active nodes Ce

in multi-hop network extremely difficult. We are unaware of
any multi-hop analysis that estimates the number of active
nodes. However, if any such model becomes available adapting

outperform shorter lengths) . This is because collisions have
higher negative impact on the transmission medium utilization .
Figure 8 shows the affect of changing the "( lengths and the
network loads on the throughput. Under light network load
all the arriving traffic are delivered before the end of the
simulation time. That is because, even with collisions resulting
from using shorter "( lengths , there is still enough time to
retransm it and deliver the collided packets . This explains the
alignment of curves, at light network load, of all used "(
lengths. As the network load increases (higher traffic rate of
5 per node per second packets), the performance under long
"( lengths tend to perform better than those that use shorter
lengths. The higher performance gap, in the throughput, of
longer "( are resulted from that, longer "( lengths avoid more
collisions which save some bandwidth to deliver more data.
Hence, under high network load, the performance of longer
"( lengths have higher average throughput than those with
shorter "( lengths . The adaptability of the ASCsS scheme
to avoid collision maintains achieving higher transmission
medium utilization and throughput as shown in Figures 7 and
8, respective ly.
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A. Simulation Results-Single-hop Network

Figure 5 shows the mean number of attempts for different
"( lengths and network loads . As expected , the number of
collisions for smaller "( lengths tend to have rapid increase as
the network traffic load increases. Figure 5 also shows that the
adaptability of the ASCsS scheme to share the spatial channels
to avoid collisions achieves lower number of attempts per
transmitted packet for all values of used network loads . Figure
6 depicts the MAC delay. Because collisions arc rare in lightly
load networks, the MAC delay is dominated by the ASCsS
scheme delay. As shown in Figure 6, the scheme 's performance
under smaller "( lengths have lower MAC delay compared to
those with larger "( lengths. As the network load increases, the
number of collisions also increases and, therefore , the MAC
delay is dominated by the backoff delay. Figure 6 also depicts
that using the ASCsS scheme achieves the lowest MAC delay
compared to other used "( values at different network loads.

Next we study the impact of the ASCsS scheme on the
medium utilization . Figure 7 shows the transmission medium
utilization at different values of "( lengths and network loads.
The performance gap between longer and shorter "( lengths
increase as the network load increases (longer "( lengths

number of transmission attempts per successfully delivered
packet), average MAC delay (i.e., the time from inserting the
packet in the queue until it starts transmission, the MAC delay
is composed of two delay components, backoff delay and the
ASCsS scheme delay, i.e., the time spent in exchange CSQ
and CSR), and medium utilization (i.e., defined as U = T T+dTc d

where Td is the time spent in transmitting successful data and
T; is the total control time, which includes all the time spent
in exchanging the coordination messages until a successful
transmission).

We evaluate the ASCsS scheme in two network topologies,
single-hop network and multi-hop network . The single-hop
network model is configured with 16 nodes distributed in the
transmission range of each other using the uniform distribution
function and they sense the same transmission medium . The
multi-hop network model is also configured with 16 stationary
nodes that are distributed with distances ranging between (150
400) meters using the uniform distribution function in such a
way that hidden nodes are formed .
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Fig. 9. Multi-hop network performance for different value of 'Y

(c) Transmission medium utilization (d) Throughput for different 'Y and
under different 'Y and network loads. network loads.

(a) Mean number of attempts per (b) MAC delay for different 'Y and
packet for different 'Y and network network loads.
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In this paper we proposed an Adaptive Spatia l Channels
Sharing (ASCsS) scheme. The ASCsS scheme is implemented
during the medium contention period to enhance medium
access collision avoidance mechanism of the IEEE 802.11
DCF protocol. The proposed scheme is based on the online
estimation of the number of active nodes which then used by
the Node in Question (NiQ) to find the optimal spatial channels
sharing that boosts the system performance in terms of the
number of medium access collisions and transmission medium
utilization . We evaluated the ASCsS scheme over single-hop
and multi-hop networks . The performance results show that
the ASCsS scheme lowers the number of collisions for both
single-hop and multi-hop networks .

Fig. 8. Throughput for different 'Y lengths and network loads.

VI. CONCLUSION
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R EFER ENCES

ASCsS scheme for multi-hop networks is a straightforward
plug-in . Hence, in this work we study the impact of varying
"( on the system performance.

Because the transmission medium access is dependent not
only on its neighbors' behavior but also on the behavior of
unseen nodes, collisions in multi-hop networks tend to have
higher rate compared with single-hop networks. The collision
rate increases as the vulnerable time increases. The vulnerable
time is the time interval between the transmission medium
access time of node A to the observation of node C to A's
transmission if A and C are out of each other transmission
range . Figure 9 shows the effect of changing "( on the multi
hop network performance. Figure 9(a) shows the mean number
of attempts per packet for different "(. Evidently, longer "(
have higher distinctive performance difference compared with
using shorter "(. The difference in the number of collision
for different "( result in MAC delay, transmission medium
utilization, and throughput difference as shown in Figures 9(b),
9(c), and 9(d), respectively. Note that longer "( achieve lower
MAC delay, higher medium utilization, and higher throughput
compared with those using shorter "(.
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